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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’ s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

ProblemPossible CausesSolution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.
Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is attached to the backside of the unit confirming this information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All electrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fails to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a licensed electrician should determine if internal wiring may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer -
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly . When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift DoorRelease Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water .
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
Downward
Pressure

Control
Opening
Pressure

Position
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Stud wall
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’ s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

ProblemPossible CausesSolution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.
Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is attached to the backside of the unit confirming this information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All electrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fails to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a licensed electrician should determine if internal wiring may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly . When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift DoorRelease Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water .
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’ s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

ProblemPossible CausesSolution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.
Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is attached to the backside of the unit confirming this information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All electrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fails to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a licensed electrician should determine if internal wiring may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift DoorRelease Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water .
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
Downward
Pressure

Control
Opening
Pressure

Position
Prop Rod

Lift
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Stud wall
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’ s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electric ian should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift DoorRelease Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water .
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electrician should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water .
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
Downward
Pressure

Control
Opening
Pressure

Position
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Stud wall
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electrician should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor firmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electrician should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wiring. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door
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Opening
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed

Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electrician should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
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Pressure
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Opening
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
Installlation
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reordering Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display cabinet.
You will need to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engineering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed
Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted

Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electric ian should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
Downward
Pressure

Control
Opening
Pressure

Position
Prop Rod

Lift
Door

Stud wall
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) released, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may require two persons. Dettach safety ribbons. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NOT open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reorder ing Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display  cabinet.
You will n eed to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engine ering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed
Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted
Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electric ian should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards

Unlock
Door

Maintain
Downward
Pressure

Control
Opening
Pressure

Position
Prop Rod

Lift
Door

Stud wall
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions
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General Notes
The following general information will be helpful to you, but is not meant to
cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.

Because of widely varying site conditions, installation techniques must be
determined on an individual basis. It should be understood that common
sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into any product.
These factors must be supplied by the actual person(s) installing and
maintaining the product.

Site Considerations
Visuline 2400 displays are designed for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR USE.
However, not all interior display components can be used in exterior
environments. This is primarily due to expansion, contraction and overall
exterior stability of the components being displayed. If there is any question
as to compatibilty, consult APCO for confirmation.

Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. Compliance will dictate whether
door will function properly.

Electrical supply must be provided on site prior to installation. Product Shop
Drawings illustrate designated location where electrical supply enters the
cabinet.

Handling
Open container(s) while lying flat and use care not to damage the contents.
Ensure there an appropriate number of persons to handle the product before
removing it from its container. More than 2 people may be needed. When
handling large models you must avoid racking and twisting.

Lay components on a smooth, protective surface. It is preferable to use furniture
pads, carpet or even the corrugated board included within the shipping crate.
Many models have sharp corners as a result of 45 degree miters. During
handling, taping corners with masking tape will avoid both damage to unit
and the risk of a cut or injury.

IMPORTANT: If it is necessary to store sign outside, exposed to
the elements, the protective wrapping material must first be
removed.

Visuline 2400 is manufactured to meet strict U.L. (Underwriters Laboratories)
requirements. In all surface mount applications, the UL label is placed inside,
on the cabinet back plate. An internal decal listing electrical component
replacement information is also provided.

Wall Mount
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Gas Cylinder “Assists”
Larger and Heavier Top Hinged Doors

Prop Rods
Smaller Top Hinged Doors

Electrical Location

Continuous
Angle Trim

Optional Flat
Bar Trim

Semi-Recessed Directory (2210.1 Series)

Full Recessed Directory (2210.2 Series)

Servicing
Disenage door latching mechanisms.

Conventional Keyed Lock is either a plunger or camlock device. This lock will
be visible on the cabinet exterior and operates using a common key.

APCO Concealed Lock is a spring-loaded locking device hidden beneath the
door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed Lock Key is
positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key against the lock’s
latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage the lock, allowing
the door to be opened.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device used on all doors. With
mechanical locks disengaged, the door is opened by grasping two positions
as near as possible to the corners opposite the hinge side.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Side Hinged Doors:
With door latching mechanism(s) re leased, exercise care not to "spring"
the hinge by allowing it to swing beyond 90 degrees.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door.

Top Hinged Doors:
All top hinged doors are provided with safety ribbons attached to the
backside of the door frame at each end. One end of the ribbon is
permanently affixed. The other is detached and allowed to hang freely
during servicing.

Top Hinged Doors with Prop Rod supports:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Based on
door size, this may  require two persons. Dettach safety ribbo ns. Carefully
lower door and align prop rods with mating receptacles on backside of
door frame. Care must be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”:
Larger and heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”
at each end.

IMPORTANT: For doors with gas cylinder “assists”, apply
even pressure to both ends while operating. DO NO T open
or close door by pushing/pulling on any one corner as this
may distort the glass and possibly cause breakage.

Precautionary Measures
Dettach safety ribbons, allowing them to hang freely. Padded corner guards
are provided with all top hinged doors and should be positioned over both
exposed corners while door is open.

Prior to servicing the Visuline, APCO recommends placing pylons at each end
to caution passer-bys at to apparent danger of exposed and sharp edges.

Perform service as necessary.

Lift Door &
Engage
Prop-Rods

Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

When Closing
Door, Listen For
Audible “Click”

Close Door &
Listen For
Audible “Click”

NEVER LEAVE DOOR OPEN WHILE
UNATTENDED !

Do Not Exert
Downward Pressure
on Open Door

Side Hinged Doors

Top Hinged Doors with Prop-Rods

Top Hinged Doors with Gas Cylinder “Assists”

The following Trouble Shooting Guide is not meant to cover all possible factors but to evaluate known variables.

Problem Possible Causes Solution

Standard Dual Lock locking device has been damaged. A
visible sign is the majority of the interlocking prongs are
pressed flat.

The door profile is contacting the Dual Lock and not allowing
the door to fully close.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
damaging the hinge rivets.

Excessive force may have been applied to an open door,
distorting the continuous hinge.

Door making contact with cabinet prior to fully closing.

Dual Lock must be replaced. Consult factory for
replacement instructions.

View the Dual Lock as the door closes. Note the area
whereby the door makes contact. A section of Dual Lock
on the cabinet face may be pressed flat. If so, use a sharp
utility knife and carefully cut away the flattened section
until the Dual Lock engages with an audible “click”.

Remove and replace distorted rivets.

Hinge replacement is required. Consult factory for
instructions.

Install a “Door Guide” at location of interference. Consult
factory for instructions.

Verify all anchors are tight. If unit is racked, loosen
mounting fasteners and shim as required.

Unit may be “racked” due to false installation. The mounting
surface may not be flat or the wall opening may not be
plumb.

Door not closing

Reorder ing Sign Components
A product information label is applied to the inside of the display  cabinet.
You will n eed to provide APCO with this information when contacting a
Customer Service Representative.

Need Technical Assistance?
Should you encounter any problems whatsoever with installation, call
(404) 688-9000 and ask for APCO’s Installation Department or Engine ering
Department.
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Door

Changeable
illuminated
header graphics

Electrical raceway covers

Removable display
component(s)

Handle

Fluorescent DisplayLight
DisplayLight diffuser

Cabinet

Preparing Directory For Installation
Wall mount 2400 displays are equipped with internal, horizontal structural
members welded into the backside of the cabinet. Door must be opened and
display components must be removed prior to installation.

Open Door
To access the internal mounting structure, the door must first be opened.
Units with optional keyed door locks will have specific instructions applied
to door face.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to open door by pulling only one
corner as this could cause glass breakage or other door
damage. Excercise care not to “spring” the door hinge by
allowing it to swing open beyond 90 degrees.

Dual Lock is an aggressive snap-locking device and is used on all doors. The
door must be opened by grasping two positions as near as possible to the
corners opposite the hinge side. (Refer to labels applied to door face.)

APCO Concealed Lock is an optional spring-loaded locking device hidden
beneath the door frame. Once Dual Lock is disengaged, a special Concealed
Lock Key is positioned between the door and cabinet. By sliding the key
against the lock’s latch tab and applying pressure, the latch tab will disengage
the lock, allowing the door to be opened. (Refer to labels on door.)

Conventional Keyed Lock is either an optional plunger or camlock device
which uses a common key. (Refer to labels on door.) This lock must be
disengaged prior to releasing Dual Lock and opening door.

Side Hinged Doors:
Side hinged doors do not have door supports and must be held open while
unit is laying flat.

Top Hinged Doors:
Smaller top hinged doors are equipped with a support rod at each end. Rods
pivot away from the cabinet to mate with receptacles provided on backside
of door frame. Both prop rods should be engaged during servicing. Care must
be taken not to dislodge rods when door is open.

Larger and Heavier top hinged doors are equipped with gas cylinder “assists”.

CAUTION: When door is equipped with gas cylinder “assists”,
maintain pressure against door and use extreme care when
opening. (See labels on door)

Remove Display Components:
With door propped open, carefully remove the display components, header
and lighting diffuser panels. Message column tiles will simply lift out. Map
panels, cork boards and the like may lift out, or may be held in place with
strips of hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the changeable
header panel as its full perimeter velcro may cause header to
over flex and break.

Remove Lamp(s)
Carefully remove lamp(s) and store in a safe place.

Door
Frame

Glazing

Spring Loaded Latch

Latch Tab
(Accessed thru
reveal using
Special Key)

Dual Lock

APCO Concealed Lock

APCO Keyed Lock
Semi-Recessed
(Others Optional)

Cam Lock
Full Recessed
Plunger Lock
Surface Mounted
Surface Mounted (2400.3 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

IMPORTANT: Surface mounted units are 5-7/16” deep and are not
recommended in high traffic areas where ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) codes restrict obstacles from protruding beyond
4” from the wall surface.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Visuline 2400 can be mounted directly to virtually any surface providing
surface is structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s weight, but the
extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO recommends hollow
wall surfaces contain vertical wood studs. Metals studs should be reinforced
with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be flat and plumb. An irregular
surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door to operate improperly. All
units, especially when mounted to solid wall surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry,
etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain a plumb installation.

Installation
APCO recommends installer construct a full size template to match cabinet
size. Cardboard from the shipping crate can be used.

1. On the template, mark a horizontal line 3” from top and bottom. These
lines align with horizontal bars welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

2. On the template, mark 2 vertical lines minumum 3” from left and right.
These lines ensure anchors will be accessible from within the cabinet.

3. With door closed, carefully position cabinet face down onto a protective
surface. Place template onto backside of cabinet and transfer electrical
access location onto template.

4. Position template against mounting surface and align electrical supply. For
hollow surfaces, locate and transfer wall stud locations onto horizontal
template marks. For solid wall surfaces, select desired mounting points (i.e.
Mortar joints) and transfer to template along same horizontal template marks.
In each case, ensure mounting points are between vertical template marks.

5. Punch small holes in template at each mounting point marked and return
template to backside of cabinet. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum
of four (4) fasteners with two (2) fasteners for each additional stud behind.
NOTE: Ensure holes are the appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid
contact with all electrical components. DO NOT mount
fasteners thru aluminum back plate. This material is NOT
STRUCTURAL.

6. Connect electrical supply conduit. Position cabinet against wall surface
and anchor as necessary. DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort
the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. If door fails to function
properly, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide in this section.

7. Certified electrician can now make the electrical connection and re-attach
raceway cover(s).

8. Vacuum cabinet inside, replace all display components and close door.

Surface Mounted

Wall Mount
Installation

Electrical
Visuline 2400 products are wired either 120V, 60 Hz or 277V, 60 Hz. A
label is a ttached to the backside of the unit confirming this  information.
Electrical supply, associated conduit and connection is to be provided by a
licensed electrician. Location of electrical supply and its alignment with the
Visuline cabinet must be coordinated prior to installation.

Three pre-attached conductor wires protrude from an electrical access hole
located in the upper right hand corner of the cabinet thru the backside unless
specified otherwise. Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details
specific to each mounting design. These drawings are typically provided
within the shipping crate and include product size, electrical access location,
mounting hardware locations, wall cavity size, etc.

If conductor wires are long enough, the electrician can route these thru 1/2”
(min.) conduit and make necessary connections to electrical supply.

IMPORTANT: All e lectrical connections must be made in
accordance with local codes, ordinances or National
Electrical Code and should always be performed by a
qualified electrician.
Proper grounding is essential. Check it!

An internal disconnect switch is provided on the raceway cover behind
the header panel. If unit fa ils to illuminate, check to make sure switch is
in the "on" position. Otherwise, verify that breaker switch is active. If
these fail, a lic ensed electric ian should determine if in ternal wirin g may
have been damaged during installation.

Modifying Factory Connection
If electrician chooses not to use conductor wires provided, the cabinet’s
internal electrical raceway cover(s) must be removed to access factory
connections.

1. Using a 1/4” hex nut driver, reach inside the cabinet and remove the
electrical raceway cover(s) labeled “REMOVE THIS PANEL FOR
INSTALLATION”. Note that wiring components may be attached to underside
of cover(s). Allow them to hang freely but exercise care to avoid damage.

2. Licensed electrician can now disconnect factory conductor wires and
connect new wires to electrical supply.

Surface Mounting (2400.3 Series)
Location on wall whereby electrical supply enters/exits must align with
access hole provided in cabinet but not interefere with the wall or wall
cavity’s internal structure.

Recessed Mounting (2400.1 & 2400.2 Series)
APCO recommends electrical supply conduit be attached to cabinet while
cabinet rests outside of the cavity. Ensure conduit length will ultimately reach
the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

For ventilation, holes are provided behind door frame and are hidden when
door is closed. DO NOT obstruct these holes.

Semi-Recessed Mounted (2400.1 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. When mounted in a Semi-Recessed configuration,
the door must protrude 1-1/2” (Min.) beyond the surrounding wall surface. A
standard, 1/2” wide, recessed reveal is attached to the cabinet’s outer
perimeter to offset minor variations between cabinet and wall cavity.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb
with finished edges and returns. The bottom horizontal seat must
be smooth, straight and level so that contact is even along the
entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not to interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Semi-Recessed Mounted
Standard 1/2” Reveal

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal and 1” Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and 1/8” Flat Bar Trim

Full Recessed Mounted
Standard 1” Reveal
and No Trim

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals or aluminum
back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as his may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation
A snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions may require cabinet be
positioned temporarily to determine if shims are required, mounting locations
can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may not be necessary when
anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: For door to operate properly and open 90 degrees,
it must protrude a minimum 1-1/2” from the surrounding wall
surface. Shim backside of directory if required.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

Mounting Template

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series)
Refer to separate product Shop Drawing for details specific to each mounting
design. These drawings are typically provided within the shipping crate and
include product size, electrical access location, mounting hardware locations,
wall cavity size, etc.

A Full Recessed mounting configuration positions the Visuline flush with the
surrounding wall surface. A 1” wide recessed reveal is attached to the
cabinet’s outer perimeter and is mandatory for door operating clearance.
Based on wall cavity construction, there are three options for finishing the
opening.

Continuous Angle Trim: (Standard)
When a wall cavity has rough cut edges and/or the inside returns are
unfinished (i.e. drywall, block wall, etc.), a 1” wide, full perimeter Continuous
Angle Trim is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal to capture (conceal)
and finish these surfaces. Continuous Angle Trim can sucessfully conceal a
wall cavity that is up to 1/4” out of square.

1/8” Flat Bar Trim: (Optional)
When a wall cavity has clean, finished outside edges but the inside returns
are unfinished (i.e. marble, wood veneer, etc.), a 1/8” wide Flat Bar Trim may
be used. The decorative Flat Bar is attached to the cabinet’s perimeter reveal.
If Flat Bar is used, the cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When Flat Bat Trim has been specified, wall cavity
must be constructed with finished outer edges.

No Trim: (Optional)
If a wall cavity has been specified to have clean, finished outside edges and
returns, the trim may be eliminated. If Continuous Angle or Flat Bar Trim is
not used, the wall cavity must be constructed square to within 1/8”.

IMPORTANT: When no trim has been specified, wall cavity must
be constructed with finished outer edges and returns.

Mounting Surface Requirements
Ascertain the wall cavity has been properly sized for specific height, width
and depth requirements. Refer to Mounting Configurations above to determine
cavity finish.

IMPORTANT: Wall cavity must be constructed square and plumb.
The bottom horizontal seat must be smooth, straight and level so
that contact is even along the entire bottom surface.

Assure there is appropriate vertical structure at the rear of the cavity. APCO
recommends vertical wood studs with a 1” minumum thickness to provide
space for connecting electrical supply conduit and allow additional heat
dissipation. When metals studs are present, they should be reinforced with
wood blocking at all anchor locations. Vertical structure should not interfere
with electrical supply conduit.

Cavity depth is important! When backed by a solid surface (i.e. Block,
masonry, etc.), cabinet may need to be shimmed for a plumb installation. An
even cavity depth will allow unit to anchor fi rmly thru the backside and
help prevent cabinet from becoming twisted, which will result in poor door
operation. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind, a hole must be cut in
the rear cavity wall to clear electrical connection.

Full Recessed Mounted (2400.2 Series, Cont’d)

Installation
A Visuline with Continuous Angle Trim can be shimmed into a position to
conceal rough, unfinished wall cavity openings. For Flat Bar Trim or when no
trim has been specified, a snug fit within the cavity is important. Conditions
may require cabinet be positioned temporarily to determine if shims are
required, mounting locations can be marked and pilot holes drilled. This may
not be necessary when anchoring to wood studs.

1. Test fit cabinet into position. Remove and shim cavity if necessary to
square, plumb, position cabinet in center of cavity and ensure a good fit.

IMPORTANT: The 1” perimeter reveal clearance must be
maintained for door to operate properly and open 90 degrees.
DO NOT cover or otherwise obstruct this reveal.

2. Open door to access cabinet’s internal mounting structure. When opening
a side hinged door, exercise care not to "spring" the hinge by allowing it to
swing beyond 90 degrees. DO NOT exert downward pressure on an open
door. For top hinged door with prop rod supports, take care not to dislodge
rods during handling. Gas cylinder operated doors will support themselves.

3. If electrical supply conduit is long enough, it can be attached to the cabinet
while the unit rests outside of the cavity. Ensure its length will ultimately
reach the upper right hand corner of the wall cavity.

4. APCO recommends installer drill a minumum of four (4) fasteners with two
(2) fasteners for each additional stud behind. NOTE: Ensure holes are the
appropriate size to match anchor hardware.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

7. With Visuline securely installed, certified electrician can make connection,
re-attach raceway cover(s) and check for proper electrical operation.

8. Vacuum debris from cabinet interior. Relocate and secure all raceway
covers. Be sure not to pinch or damage wir ing. Reinstall lamp(s) and
replace all display components. Close and press door frame firmly. There
should be an audible “click”, indicating Dual Lock fasteners engagement.

For a seamless appearance between Flat Bar Trim and surrounding wall
surface, the minimal install clearance can remain as is or filled with installer-
provided caulking substance.

If door fails to function properly, refer to “Trouble Shooting Guide”.

Visuline 2400 cabinets include additional mounting holes on either side for
Optional Vertical Attachment. These holes are available for use only when
cavity depth results in little or no method of rear attachment. This condition
requires adequate vertical support structure at each side of cavity. Internal
vertical electrical raceway covers must be removed to access these holes.
Wiring components may be attached to underside of cover(s). Exercise care
not to damage. Without a minimum 1” clearance behind the cabinet, a hole
must be cut in the rear cavity wall for electrical connection.

Installation

Continuous Angle Trim (Standard)

Flat Bar Trim (Optional)

No Trim (Optional)

Trouble
Shooting
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APCO recommends installer make all provisions possible to utilize electrical
entry provided in backside of cabinet. If it is necessary to relocate this access
location in the field, entry must be made withing the cabinet’s 2” perimeter.
When making this modification, installler accepts all liability and electrical
warranty is void.

IMPORTANT: When drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact
with all electrical components.

Anchor Suggestions
Mounting surface must be structural enough to support not only the cabinet’s
weight, but the extra forces applied when door is in operation. APCO
recommends cabinets be attached to vertical wood studs. Optional metals
studs should be reinforced with wood blocking. Mounting surface should be
flat and plumb. An irregular surface may cause unit to "twist", causing door
to operate improperly. All units, especially when mounted to solid wall
surfaces (i.e. Block, masonry, etc.), should be shimmed as required to maintain
a plumb installation.

The installer drills mounting holes at necessary locations thru horizontal bars
welded inside cabinet at top and bottom.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT mount fasteners thru reveals, trim or
aluminum back plate. These components are not structural.
DO NOT over-torque fasteners as this may distort the cabinet
and cause poor door operation.

APCO recommends a minumum of four (4) fasteners per cabinet with two (2)
fasteners for each additional stud. Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface structure and should be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. DO NOT over-torque fasteners
as this may distort the cabinet and cause door to function improperly. When
drilling and installing anchors, avoid contact with all electrical wires.

IMPORTANT: Fasteners should be specified by qualified
persons based on mounting surface conditions and should be
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.

Servicing &
Maintenance
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Lamps & Ballasts
An electrical disconnect switch is provided on the inside of the cabinet,
behind the header panel.

CAUTION: When servicing lamp(s), always switch the
electrical disconnect switch to the “OFF” position. When
servicing other electrical components, disconnected power at
the circuit breaker.

When lamp replacement is required, always use a lamp which meets the
same specifications of that which was originally provided.

When a new ballast is required, always replace with one which meets
exact specifications of that which was originally provided. This component
can be found within the header area, behind removable raceway cover(s).

All electrical replacement components must be U.L. (Underwriters
Laboratory) Listed.

When servicing is complete, reattach safety ribbons, close and press door
frame firmly. There should be an audible “click” as the Dual Lock fasteners
are being engaged. The spring loaded APCO Concealed Lock lock is self-
locking. When present, Conventional Keyed Lock is re-engaged using key
provided.

FACILITY MANAGER COPY
KEEP THIS COPY FOR SERVICING
DIRECTORY

Lift Door Release Safety
Ribbons &
Allow to Them
to Hang Freely

Maintenance
NOTE: Aluminum finishes are subject to considerable color range. "PERFECT
COLOR MATCH IS IMPRACTICAL IN PRODUCTION", states ALCOA in its
"Aluminum in Architecture" manual.  Therefore, finishes are subject to color
variations between components.

Cleaning Cabinet & Door Surfaces
Clean only with a mild solution of Liquid dish detergent and lukewarm water.
Use a clean, soft cloth or soft sponge.

Natural Satin, Black & Bronze Anodized Finishes:
Dry with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Note: When minor scratches appear
on black or bronze finishes, a blemish remover can be provided. Consult
Factory.

Polished Aluminum, Brass & Chrome Plated Finishes:
Do Not use conventional metal cleaners as they will destroy the finish and
protective coating. Dry by blotting with a damp cloth or damp chamois. Do
Not dry by rubbing.

Cleaning Glass
Clean tempered safety glass only with a soft, lint free cloth. Any
commercial glass cleaner, such as windex can be used. Do not allow
solution to come in contact with cabinet/door or trim.

Exercise Caution

Prior to Servicing,
Post Caution Pylons

Servicing (Cont’d)
Once door is open and precautionary measures are in place, the internal
components can be removed.

Header panel is secured with hook-and-loop (velcro) fasteners. It is removed
by carefully grasping one end and pulling straight out.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when removing the header panel
as its full perimeter hook-and-loop (velcro) may cause header
to over-flex and break. Note header alignment location so that
replacement does not interfere with door operation.

Lift-out lighting diffuser panel(s) need not be removed unless ballast
replacement is necessary.

Message column tiles will simply lift out.

Map panels, cork boards and the like may lift out using small handle(s) near
the bottom, or may be held in place with strips of hook-and-loop (velcro)
fasteners.

Prior to Servicing,
Attach Door Corner
Guards
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Toggles
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Star anchors
Hollow Walls:
Dry wall,
gypboard, etc.

Expansion anchors
Stone & Masonry Walls:
granite, marble, brick,
concrete, etc.

Dry wall screws
Hollow Walls with
Wood Studs: Dry
wall, gypboard, etc.

Anchor Suggestions


